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Newsletter N°6 - November 2021 
"Young people of today find it easy to discuss sensitive issues during an online
meeting. We switch all the time between the online and offline world. It’s normal
for us!” During the 5th Webinar of ORPHEUS, a young person testified on her
experiences with online safe spaces. It is these, and many more voices we need
to develop, methods and tools that really work.
The partners of ORPHEUS are now in the full testing phase. Trainings are tested
and feedback from young people, professionals, experts and policy makers is
gathered. We will keep you posted. In the meantime, do not hesitate to contact
us if you want to be part of our journey.

Focus on activities 

► Training Development 
The ORPHEUS partners are developing five trainings for youth workers and
teachers, to support them in their work with young people. The training on dealing
with controversial issues is at the centre stage. Controversial issues can pop up
suddenly and unexpectedly . How do you react to hate speech or heated
discussions?
Another training focuses on personal safety in safe spaces. We provide
professionals with knowledge and skills to develop and monitor enhanced group
dynamics. Key topics are ‘social bonding’ and ‘social alienation'.

Why a training on
   ‘Dealing with controversial issues’ ?

Discover

Why a training on 
   ‘Strengthening personal safety in safe spaces’ ?

Discover

► Deep Dive with Professionals and Young People 
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Portsmouth City Council worked with professionals (Unloc
are a local social enterprise group that has a
longstanding  relationship with young people within the
city) and young people recently on the WP2 training
materials Cyber  Awareness for Young People. The 'Deep
Dive' sessions were in-person events with the words,
"you're on mute" not  uttered once! With frontline
practitioners, the focus was on delivering the content of

the training package so that  they can now lead workshops to young people within the
city. Throughout the session, feedback was sought on the  training so it could
enhance the delivery and ensure maximum impact on the young people of the city.
With the  young people, the focus was more on co-creation and using them as part of
the solution - the 'bottom-up' approach  that is integral to the ORPHEUS project. The
young people involved were extremely insightful and generous with  their time and
engagement. Their first-hand knowledge of false information and the range of
influences that are  available to young people will prove to be invaluable. The next
steps are to work with our ORPHEUS partners and  local providers in delivering this
training package across the city but also within the wider 2Seas region.

► Updates on Alter narrative videos 
Soon enough we will be visiting our local partners in the different areas
to start our live dialogue sessions. Together with the young people, we
will discuss the various topics that we are tackling within the
ORPHEUS project. First, we will talk about the notion of youth culture,
what it is and whether young people feel they have the freedom to be
who they are today? Second, we will also discuss the roles of men and

women in modern society? Are these roles being challenged today and is that a good
thing? Next up, ethnic profiling, young people of color are affected by this in all of our
major cities today. What impact does it have on them and what responsibility do we
have as a society? Religions and religiosity is the following topic in our agenda. What
should the role of religions be in modern society? We will discuss that and more in our
interreligious dialogue sessions. Last but not least, Racial identity and tensions. Why
are we experiencing these tensions in many cities across Europe? How do people of
color experience and deal with it? What solutions or ideas would they like to share
with the rest of us? We are very excited to share the contributions of our youngsters
with you, very soon.

► From ‘safe spaces’ to ‘brave places’? 
In ORPHEUS we develop ‘safe space’ pilots: “In safe spaces, delicate topics can be
addressed comfortably, young people are stimulated to engage in social institutions,
and are supported in the public expression of grievances. These safe spaces are
organised in such a way that they enable us to offer a pedagogical support as
opposed to a disproportional repressive reaction.” 
This involves renewed attention for supporting young people in a socially vulnerable
situation when they want to express and address publicly their grievances on
inequality and discrimination. During field visits and cross-border discussions, we l
explore the possibilities and difficulties of our ‘safe space’ approach for this public
expression of grievances. On the one hand, in safe spaces young people can express
their grievances without repressive reaction. On the other hand, these spaces can
evolve into an environment where any friction or discomfort is excluded, undermining
the public expression of grievances. Should we therefore develop a pedagogy of
‘brave spaces’ rather than ‘safe spaces’? It’s an open question...

Upcoming ORPHEUS webinar
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Islamic reform movements: Islamism, Salafism and Jihadism
When: 25.11.2021, from 10.30 to 12.30 CET
The postcolonial Islamic world has been a turbulent place. Many revolutions and
counter revolutions have taken place. These have led to different movements that
today are also present amongst the  Muslim population in the west.
Misunderstandings of the different theories and practices however are quite
common. In this webinar, we wish to provide a brief introduction to the development
of the three main modern Islamic reform movements and an elaboration on the
differences and similarities.
Organisation: CEAPIRE (Centre of Expertise and Advice for Prevention and
Intervention of Radicalism and Extremism)

ORPHEUS RECENT EVENTS 

► ORPHEUS WEBINAR SESSIONS 
WEBINAR 5:Safe spaces, lockdown edition
The 5th Webinar of ORPHEUS focused on one of
the key concepts within the ORPHEUS project:
Safe spaces.
Due to the pandemic, several life gatherings with
young people had to be cancelled. However, the

ORPHEUS partners did not throw in the towel, but launched several online safe
spaces with young people. What works for whom in this new context? That was the
main question of this webinar. One young person gives evidence of what safe spaces
mean to her. Youth workers elaborate on advantages and disadvantages of online
safe spaces with young people.
This 5th webinar can be viewed online, together with the other webinars on: 1. The
prevention pyramid as a central framework in ORPHEUS; 2. When do individuals
radicalise?, 3. The Far Right and conspiracy theories, and 4. The Extreme Right on
Social Media.

Watch the webinars on YouTube

 
► ORPHEUS Partner meeting 9  
“Welcome to Antwerp!”. How pleased we were to hear these words from Youcef and
Ilyas (Ceapire). Mid October, the partners from ORPHEUS gathered for the first time
since March 2020 in real life.

https://eye.info-ac-lille.fr/c?p=wAbNAwPDxBDQpWll0I5RTEhG0IjQq9DO0NMlcNDCI8QQPG4yStDa0LFM0LDQo9DM_dCOVtDcPQzZI2h0dHBzOi8vZm9ybXMuZ2xlL1dVN3FWMlBHQUE5REJTeFU5uDVhOGFhMThmYjg1YjUzNDVlMTFjYWQ4Zbg2MTQwNjAyMTVlMDYwZjQ0ZTQ3M2FkZjDAti1obTctVEwzUUgyd053U1ltb1FZQUG0ZXllLmluZm8tYWMtbGlsbGUuZnLEFNCIU9DOc3V80KxSHWho-eB3DdDbHtCDH2M
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It was unfortunate, that our UK partners could not make it due to strict health
measures. However, with the help of technology, we could install a successful hybrid
version.
During the meeting, we discussed several tasks at hand, but also started the cross-
border cooperation on our final conference in November 2022. Beside the discussions
with the partners, the highlights of this partner meeting were the visits to two inspiring
examples of safe spaces: the youth organisations “Safe Space” and “Bazzz”. Both
organisations deliver a practice that is both safe, welcoming, and empowering for
vulnerable young people.
 

Let's meet our partners from 
Ceapire, and find out more about
them and  their impressions of
the project. 
 

Read the interview 
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